Usually, the number of users within a cell in a mobile cellular network is considered infinite; hence, / / / model is appropriate for new originated traffic, but the number of ongoing calls around a cell is always finite. Hence, the traffic model of handoff call will be / / / / . In this paper, a -dimensional traffic model of a mobile cellular network is proposed using the combination of limited and unlimited users case. A new call admission scheme (CAS) is proposed based on both thinning scheme and fading condition. The fading condition of the wireless channel access to a handoff call is prioritized compared to newly originated calls.
Introduction
First-and second-generation wireless cellular systems were designed mainly for voice services but integration of voice data became the major concern for third-and future generation mobile cellular systems which offer both circuit and packet switches transfer mode [1, 2] . In recent years, the demand for mobile cellular communication has grown tremendously and effort in research has been made to improve its quality of service (QoS) with the limited number of channels. The blocking probability of a new call and the forced termination probability of a handoff call are two fundamental measures in the teletraffic analysis of the mobile cellular network. In a single-service mobile cellular network, each cell usually experiences two-dimensional voice traffic: one is a new originating call of that cell and the other is a handoff call from surrounding cells. Here, both types of traffic have the same bandwidth and hence channel limitation (not bandwidth limitation) is the only consideration to combat call blocking probability. In a multiservice system, that is, voice-data integrated networks, call admission control is a cumbersome job since effective sharing of limited bandwidth among multiple offered traffic has to be considered. One of the promising techniques of achieving optimum carried traffic gain from the statistical location of users and demand vector of a cell is the channel borrowing scheme. In this technique, each cell has the option to borrow channels from adjacent cells when the offered traffic exceeds the capacity of that cell, making smaller groups of channels to resemble a large group. In the dynamic channel allocation (DCA) technique, channels are allocated centrally among the cells based on the demand vector of each cell.
In both Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA) and DCA, environment channel reservation for handoff traffic further improves overall system performance in the context of forced termination.
Efficient integration of voice/data is presented in [3] using N-stage Markovian chain. Markov chain of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) over the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is modeled in [4] and is a complete analysis of data traffic. Two state on-off techniques and their transition are summarized with mathematical derivation in [5] [6] [7] to model data traffic. To support various integrated services with a certain QoS requirement, resource allocation of limited bandwidth is a major issue and call admission control is such a provisioning scheme explained in [8, 9] explicitly. An analytical model to study the system performance of integrated 2 Journal of Computer Networks and Communications voice/data mobile network with finite buffer was proposed in [10, 11] which gives a new call admission technique called "New Call Bounding Scheme" modeled by two-dimensional Markov chain with state space, = {( 1 , 2 )0 ≤ 1 ≤ , 1 + 2 ≤ }, where 1 denotes the number of new calls initiated in the cell, 2 is the number of handoff calls in the cell, is the threshold for the new calls, and is the capacity of the cell.
One of the key challenges in mobile cellular network is the allocation of channels for multiple services in the system. The Guard Channel (GC) scheme provides necessary QoS for a particular part of traffic like handover traffic of voice call. GC improves the probability of successful handoffs by reserving few channels for handover calls. Here, each cell has channels assigned to it and therefore can support simultaneous calls and (0 ≤ ≤ ) channels in each cell are reserved for calls that arrive to the cell as handoffs, which is summarized in [12, 13] .
An analytical model to study the system performance of integrated voice/data mobile network with finite buffer was proposed in [11] . Here, the boundary between compartments is dynamically moved such that the bandwidth can be utilized efficiently while satisfying the QoS requirements for voice and data traffic. Previous studies [14, 15] assumed homogeneous traffic where each cell has the same number of channels and experience fixed offered traffic but the proposed model of [11] accommodates heterogeneity of traffic. An Adaptive-Terminal Modality-Based Joint Call Admission Control (ATJCAC) algorithm has been proposed to reduce call blocking/dropping probability in the literature for heterogeneous wireless networks [16] . In [17] , a semi-Markov decision process (SMDP) approach is presented to acquire the required QoS of mobile user in heterogeneous wireless networks by reducing the probabilities of dropping and blocking calls. The paper [18] presented the ecology-inspired Joint Admission Control (JAC) scheme that can balance the traffic and adopts the Gause-Lotka-Volterra (GLV) model to predict the heterogeneous network traffic.
Recent literature shows the multidimensional offered traffic of mobile cellular networks in two equal parts: new arrival and handoff traffic. In [19] , both types of traffic are considered as / / / /∞. The number of users in a particular cell can be considered as infinite. Then, the Base Station (BS) experiences a constant call arrival rate. But the BS of the cell experiences handoff calls for the surrounded cells which is finite user traffic since the number of ongoing calls around a cell is finite. Therefore, the offered traffic of a mobile cellular network is a combination of Engset and Erlang's traffic. The entire analysis of [19] is modified in this paper for -dimensional traffic in generalized form.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model under consideration. In Section 3, simulations and results from the system model are presented in the Proposed Call Admission Scheme. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
System Model
We consider a cellular network with a total number of channels which supports service classes. As we are considering both new and handoff requests, there are a total of 2 arrival types. New and handover arrivals of the th service class are and ℎ , which happens according to Poisson process. The call holding time (CHT) rates for new and handoff arrivals of the th service class are denoted by and ℎ . Let the number of new originating calls of the th service class be and that of handoff calls of the th service class be ℎ . Now, the probability state of -dimensional traffic of unlimited user case is
For -dimensional limited user traffic, the above equation can be written as
where is the number of users of th traffic and is the offered traffic per user of ith traffic.
Let us consider a case of traffic of a particular cell of a mobile cellular network where two different arrival traffic types of new originating call are 1 and 2 and those of handoff are ℎ1 and ℎ2 per user, respectively. If the average numbers of users corresponding to traffic types ℎ1 and ℎ2 surrounding the cell are 1 and 2 , then any probability state can be written as
Now, the probability of reaching a complete occupied state is
Now, the generalized form of (3) is 1 , 2 ,..., , 1 , 2 ,..., = ∏ =1 ( / !) ⋅ ( )
where
Let us now apply a CAS using the concept of thinning scheme where a handoff call can access the logical channel in case of availability of channel. Although the fading effect of the wireless channel deteriorates the voice mobility (increases the bit error rate for data traffic), the effect is ignored to combat force termination. In case of a new originating call, small-scale fading is considered so as to provide the service; hence, the arrival rate of a new originating call is weighted by a probability ( ) given in (7) . Now, if we consider that the cannel is Rayleigh distributed, then the outage probability (incorporating the number of users) in normalized form can be written as
Applying CAS, now the probability state becomes
If we consider that the channel is Nakagami-m fading distributed, then in this case the outage probability in normalized form can be written as
where is known as the Nakagami fading parameter or the shape factor of the Nakagami-distribution.
Considering the case of Nakagami-fading in the CAS, the probability state becomes
Probability of reaching the complete occupied state for both fading cases can be found using (5).
Results and Simulations
First of all, we consider 4-dimensional traffic of a mobile cellular network: two newly originated traffic types and corresponding two handoff traffic types. Figure 1 shows the variation of blocking probability against the offered traffic of newly originating call, taking the number of users as a parameter. Here, we have taken a total number of channels = 12, first newly originated offered traffic 1 = 0.2 to 1.5 and corresponding handoff traffic 3 = 0.02, and second newly originated traffic 2 = 1 and corresponding handoff traffic 4 = 0.03. Three curves are found to be almost parallel; that is, the rate of increment of blocking probability is less sensitive compared to vertical jump of the curves along the blocking probability axis. Using similar traffic parameters, the blocking probability is also plotted against the number of channels of the Base Transceiver Station (BTS) shown in Figure 2 . The impact of users on blocking probability is also variable, visualized from the separation of three curves with change in the number of channels. The separation among three curves The blocking probability of dissimilar bandwidth traffic (bandwidth of data traffic is considered twice that of voice traffic) case is shown in Figure 3 where the blocking probability is almost twice that of a similar bandwidth case.
Finally, the impact of fading is applied as thinning scheme on the traffic on the mobile cellular network to determine the probability of forced termination. In this paper, we consider Rayleigh and Nakagami-m fading on the offered traffic.
In Nakagami-model, the condition of the wireless channel will be better than that of Rayleigh fading condition. Therefore, the tendency of providing channel to a new originating call will be enhanced. Therefore, handoff traffic will suffer more than that of Rayleigh fading condition. The situation is visualized in Figure 4 
Conclusions
In this paper, we considered Markovian arrival and Markovian service traffic of limited trunk for both (pure chance traffic) PCT-1 and PCT-2 traffic cases. Still, we have the scope of enhancing the paper for DOVE (Delay of Voice End-User) and DTBR (Distributed Threshold Bandwidth Reservation) and other schemes. The model is suitable for WiMax traffic of channel and user based resource assignment. We have the scope of comparing the result with the twodimensional model of MMPP (Markov Modulated Poisson Process) + / /1 applicable in various data integrated services.
